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Love is in the air in Aspen Hills, and it’s making a terrible Love is in the air in Aspen Hills, and it’s making a terrible mess of Cat Latimer’s writers’ retreat—especially whenmess of Cat Latimer’s writers’ retreat—especially when

blood stains the blood stains the plot . . .plot . . .

Ever since her business partner, Shauna, fell for a wealthy landowner in town, Cat has been working double time to

keep her writers’ retreat running. And with the January session almost underway, that spells trouble. As if

scheduling mishaps aren’t disastrous enough, Shauna skips out on kitchen duties one morning, forcing Cat to serve

unsuspecting guests store-bought muffins . . .

But best laid plans really go awry when Shauna discovers her beau missing from their bed. When his body later turns

up in the horse barn, they quickly find out the victim’s scandalous lifestyle left many dying for revenge. While

balancing an eccentric group of aspiring writers and a suspect list for the record books, Cat soon finds herself on the

heels of a killer—and authoring her most deadly conclusion yet . . .
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“Better get your flashlight handy, A Story to Kill will keep you reading all night.” —Laura Bradford, author of the

Amish Mysteries

“Lynn Cahoon has created an absorbing, good fun mystery in Mission to Murder.” —Fresh Fiction
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